DESCRIPTION

The second edition of best-selling *Business Leadership* contains the best thinking on leadership from the biggest names in the business. It offers leaders everything they need to know to prepare for today’s—and tomorrow’s—leadership challenges: how to understand the leadership process, identify opportunities, get things started right, avoid predictable pitfalls, and maximize success. Effective leaders use mind, heart, and spirit in their work, and this volume is designed to guide and support leaders in their efforts. With an introduction by Joan V. Gallos—editor of the highly praised *Organization Development: A Jossey-Bass Reader*—the author list for this invaluable resource reads like the who’s who of business leadership.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Joan V. Gallos is professor of leadership at the Henry W. Bloch School of Business and Public Administration at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.
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NEW TO EDITION

- Updated content from 1995 to 2006; new selections from individuals well-known in leadership circles, like Ronald A. Heifetz and Chris Argyris

- New chapters on spirituality, authenticity, compassion, the temptation of toxic leadership

- A new conceptual framework ties this volume together

- Great complement to other Wiley Leadership texts such as Leadership Challenge, Reframing Organizations, and Schermerhorn's OB text, among others

- Updated online Instructor's Guide

FEATURES

- Provides good theories, useful strategies for leading, an appreciation for the power of context, and a strong sense of self as a leader

- Foreword by Ronald A. Heifetz
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